
COVID- 19 Monopolizing Conversation 
Emma O’ Hara 

    Girls and Boys State Citizens are composed of talented
juniors and seniors from around Massachusetts, all of whom
lived through COVID-19. Throughout the week, COVID-19
has been the hot topic of conversation; do teenagers feel as
though their childhood is being reduced to a pandemic? Are
adults reducing generation Z’s childhood due to the
pandemic? All guest speakers so far have referenced the
pandemic and its influential role in Girls and Boys State
citizens lives. Many participants wish to move on from
COVID-19 and continue on with life before the pandemic.
The tragic loss of fellow Americans and others across the
world should not be forgotten, but it almost feels as though
COVID-19 is monopolizing how adults remember teenagers'
childhoods. 
       It seems as though COVID-19 can not be escaped at both
Girls and Boys State as general education prompt five (Gen
Ed 5) asks citizens to answer questions regarding a
pandemic. When speaking with multiple counselors about
this prompt it has been established that this question was a
recent addition to the program. Prior to 2020, the idea of a
global pandemic seemed unrealistic and problems similar to
this were not addressed in mock government conversations.
The question remains: is COVID-19 an overused topic of
conversation that teenagers wish to remember but prevail?
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Groundbreaking Equal Future Bill Passed by Senate
| Jesse Tague | Submitted By: Henry Weiland, State Senator

A groundbreaking bill has been passed in the Boy’s State Senate. A
petition to combine Boy’s and Girl’s State has been moved through the
Boy’s State Senate unanimously.

“An Equal Future for Boy’s and Girl’s State (Equal Future Bill). We, the
people of Boy’s State, believe that the separation of Boy’s State and
Girl’s State is innately sexist while promoting an outdated culture of
misogyny. 

Section 1: Combine Boy’s State and Girl’s State into one future program
where both boys and girls endure the same experience. Both boys and
girls will participate in the same town and elections while still
maintaining separate dorms. This will enable the same civic experience.

Section 2: End the treatment of girl’s state members as lesser by
stopping the labeling of their groups under outdated matriarchal labels
such as “Hope, Tolerance, etc.”

Section 3: Control the headcount during recreation time to ensure all
boys and girls are accounted for (no sneaking off).

Section 4: The Girl’s State program can maintain separate recreation
activities, but they ought to participate in all the same party voting,
town meetings, and auxiliary activities as Boy’s State does.”

Candidates Forum and Debate
Ray Milburn

In the climax of an election moving at breakneck speed, the many
members of Boys State took their seats in the Ames center for
the ultimate fight night: the gubernatorial and senatorial forum.
Nationalists and Federalists shook the walls of the Ames Center
in a deafening demonstration of party loyalty and Boys State
pride. The four senatorial candidates and two gubernatorial
candidates accompanied the ten candidates for the five other
statewide positions to the Ames Center podium, waiting in the
front row of the audience as the constitutional officers-to-be (or
not to be) delivered their final speeches with the cadence and
skill of Shakespearean actors.
After several days of repetitive and often monotonous
monologues, candidates Adrian Bird, Patrick McGee, and
Harrison Ho stood apart from the pack by delivering speeches of
integrity, promise, and hilarity. Bird, a candidate for Lieutenant
Governor running alongside the strikingly charismatic Edward
Gonet IV, dedicated his speech to his running mate and brother
from the Nationalist party, omitting self-promotion from his
address almost entirely. Attorney General candidate Patrick
McGee promised an antitrust suit against every student’s worst
enemy - College Board - dedicating his platform to the goal of
stripping College Board of its nonprofit status. 
In one of the evening’s most contradictory moments, Treasurer
candidate Harrison Ho exclaimed that he attempted to cede the
election to his opponent in the Nationalist primaries, but had
managed to advance to the final stage of the electoral process,
much to his chagrin. After expressing an outright lack of interest
in the position, Ho proceeded to list his credentials nonetheless,
making one last bid for the position regardless of his interest. Ho,
McGee, and Bird all eventually claimed their seats in office,
winning their respective elections the following morning.
Following the ten compelling speeches, Edward Gonet IV and
Anthony Welch mounted the stage to produce a forum face-off
for the ages. Questions about infrastructure, transportation
reform, and environmentalism found Welch occasionally caught
off guard, while Gonet always had a signature ace of his sleeve.
When asked about any particular issue, Gonet would respond by
asking to find a particular member of the audience, whom he had
previously appointed to his cabinet prior to the forum. Gonet’s
main appeal stemmed from his strong devotion to involving his
peers in the actions of the governor, which paid off in the form of
a winning Gonet/Bird ticket.
The senatorial debate following the impassioned gubernatorial
forum was a spectacle not to be missed. Nationalists Andrew
Zhao and Michael Schoville went toe to toe with William Hu and
Claudio Morena, using every trick in their arsenal to gain the
edge on their opponents. The candidates were grilled on every
issue from Russian trolls to Covid vaccines, frequently consulting
notes and resources to form a coherent stance on the matter.
Despite the plethora of logos presented by Zhao and Schoville, it
seemed that Hu and Morena had the upper hand, using signature
charisma and - in the case of Morena - a wave check to sway the
audience into generous applause. Despite the theatrics and
intelligence of both Morena and Schoville, Zhao and Hu stood
victorious in the end, gaining the two senatorial positions and a
ticket to Boys Nation.



General Reaction to the 
Multilingual Assessments Bill
Annie Sisk

         The bills from Girls State were released on
June 13, 2021. These bills, as described by Jess
Kershner, were “spicy”. However, the passage of
the multilingual assessments bill, written by
Ruby of Unity, was voted almost unanimously
amongst girl staters, but not without potential
amendments. The bill would establish the
creation of multilingual assessments for English-
language learners (ELLs), giving them an equal
opportunity to their full potential as English
speaking students. One issue brought up in the
bill by the Nationalist party was the ability of the
ELL teachers to teach English. The suggestion
was that these teachers should take a test issued
by the state to make sure they qualify for the
position. Kate Truong of Tolerance has a very
personal connection to this particular bill. As
English was not her first language, Kate was not
allowed access to her full intellectual ability as a
child, due to the monolingual approach her
school took. She was unfairly made to feel
isolated from her English speaking peers and
was held back from her full potential. Here at
Girls State, Kate has been elected Lieutenant
Governor as part of the Nationalist Party. Her
campaign revolves around equity and unity. To
Kate, the multilingual assessments bill is a
“...step in the right direction because it
promotes equity for the minority group [she
seeks] to represent”. Other girl staters made
sure to note that this bill could be an important
step towards breaking the stigma that English is
the national language of the United States of
America. The United States, being extremely
diverse and home to speakers of many different
languages, would benefit greatly from the
passage of this bill, as it would allow students to
receive a better education. This bill gained
massive support from both parties and many
hope to one day see it in action!

Guest speaker - Rachel Wells Citizen Staff

At 7:00 p.m. Monday evening, the citizens of Girls
State filed into McCarthy Auditorium for the
latest in a series of esteemed guest speakers. All
they knew about tonight’s speaker was her name:
Rachel Wells. 
A  quick Google search turned up misleading
results, referring the searcher to another Rachel
Wells known for a series of cat books. However, as
Ms. Wells began her speech, it became clear that
her position is as the British Consulate of Boston.
Ms. Wells captivated the audience with her story,
starting with her current duties and working
backwards all the way to her own experiences at
Girls State. 
As a Politics, Press, and Public Affairs Officer, Ms.
Wells is responsible for the relationship between
the American public and the British government. 
Her work entails everything from the latest on
British policy to insider details on the royal
family, which she was not at liberty to share.
What she could share was an abundance of advice
and inspiring answers to the questions girls posed
after her speech. Ms. Wells also discussed her
influence and responsibility as leader of the
British Consulate of Boston’s social media
platform. When asked how she handles backlash
and “trolls” in her work, Wells referenced an
instance when a post led to anger within the
platform’s followers. In addition, Wells stated that
she believes social media’s impact on campaigns,
elections, and overall sway over user’s opinions
will continue to strengthen.



Stonehill- Classical Beauty or Outdated Bust?
A review of the Stonehill campus Architecture and Amenities
| Georgia Wilson and Gracie Gilligan |

 We all know that what makes the Boys and Girls State programs unique are the citizens, counselors and
everyone else who works to make this event happen. However, we cannot overlook the impact that our
location, the Stonehill College campus, has on this week. From the showers to the quality of the dorms, to
loftier features such as the striking facade of the School of Business and the inside of Ames, it is clear that
location affects the experience. 
 Stonehill, established in 1948, is settled in Easton Massachusetts and is a private institution founded by the
Congregation of Holy Cross. According to the Stonehill college website, the buildings are mostly in a Georgian
Style, and are designed to mix “instructional, entrepreneurial and collaborative spaces to enrich students
experiential learning”. Georgian Architecture has common themes in symmetry and proportion, and is heavily
influenced by Greek and Roman Architectural styles, as they were revitalized during the Renaissance. 
 When approaching the campus by car, I was struck by the grecian-inspired buildings towering over the
horizon line. They stick out of the surrounding greenery of the campus’s many nature walks and beautifully lit
pathways. The buildings of Stonehill create a sense of awe at the classical style they emulate, and have the
very same impact during the night as they do during the day. 
 Departing from the dramatic, we move on to the actual amenities. Stonehill serves as our surrogate home
during this week, and for many of us, this has been our chance to experience college life for the first time, so
as much as I like to dwell in the romanticism provided by the external architecture and scenery, this author
must try to do something that doesn’t come naturally: Be realistic. 
 From lights that flicker violently in Notre Dame to the lack of AC in the Boys State dorms, many illusions of
grandeur have been shattered. The girls' laundry is difficult to do and takes an hour or more to dry, and the
showers are either too hot or too cold. It’s a long walk from the dorms to the dining hall. There have been
difficulties finding allergy sensitive dining options. All are complaints I have heard and commiserated with
these past few days.
 But what overwhelms the complaints is the praise I have heard for the people. Praise for the dining hall
workers. Praise for the girls and boys state counselors. And praise for the connections that are being forged
through these amazing programs. 
 Any and all complaints are tempered by that enjoyment, and the knowledge that these trivial struggles are
nothing in the face of the valued experiences we are having.



Boys State Federalist Platform
Environment/Climate Change:

Tax entities that create carbon emissions
Carbon levy and dividend 

Increasing funding for public transportation
Increasing R&D spending for renewable energy and alternative fuels
Condemning the use of unethical labor standards in lithium mining

National push for solar panels, wind energy, and other renewable energies
Providing tax credits for companies that produce consumer goods through sustainable methods 

COVID Recession:
Promoting rewards for those getting each vaccine dose

Advancing vaccine research 
Promoting incentives to return to work 

Housing:
Change zoning regulations to enable more apartments, multi-family housing

Particularly in big cities
Limiting single family only zoning

Advocating the reduction of import tariffs on lumber, especially from Canada
Education:

Providing all the opportunity to attend universal preschool which will be absorbed into local school systems 
Increasing ESL resources, especially in low-funded schools

Expanding these programs through local community colleges to teach adults English 
Promoting the education of foreign languages beginning in elementary school 

Pursuing the College Board for violations of antitrust laws
Eliminating common core, creating a purpose-built MA curriculum 

Synchronizing standards with the rest of the country
Increasing public investment for trade schools

Free community college in exchange for one year of national service
Mandating public schools to provide one class in the trades, optional for students 
Making the state government officially pay 100% of bussing costs for communities 

Education funding placed in a pool instead of based on local property taxes, with a cap on how much each school loses
Welfare:

Tackling the opioid  epidemic
Implementing Universal Catastrophic Care

Creating a Negative Income Tax
Reducing occupational licensing barriers that prevent workers who obtained degrees in foreign countries, while still requiring

tests be passed 
Mental Health:

Recognize mental illnesses as an actual public health crisis
Mandatory school counselor, not under jurisdiction of the school - confidentiality 

Available mental health evaluation with physicals 
Improving mental health education specifically in middle school 

Public transportation:
Updating commuter rail, buses

Rebuilding roads, bridges, and other crumbling infrastructure 



Nationalist Platform Falls Flat as Candidates Soar
Joseph Paola

After a few days of conversations and debate, both the
Federalist and Nationalist parties announced their official
platform publicly for the first time. The Federalist platform was
full of nuanced, well-thought-out stances on major topics like
education and environmentalism. The Nationalist platform
lacked the solid foundation that the Federalists laid and instead
focused on hyper specific issues like water problems in the
state. Instead of creating a few planks that candidates could
use as a jumping off point in their campaign, they focused on
local issues that would make it hard for anyone holding state or
federal office to campaign.

While the Federalists were backed by “radical pragmatism” the
Nationalists focused on letting towns handle their own
business. However, the Nationalists seemed to contradict this
very viewpoint. They wanted to get the state more involved in
issues like land disputes. They also wanted to create state
reservoirs to help towns with water issues, another plank that
would get the state more involved in town business. While I am
not saying these ideas would be good or bad, it does seem like
the Nationalists contradicted themselves throughout their brief
platform. 

The Federalists created a long platform that would cover a
multitude of issues on the federal, state, local, and Boys State
level. The Nationalist platform lacked this diversity of stances
and for the most part stuck to issues within Boys State. This
made candidate Andrew Zhao’s victory in the senate race all the
more impressive. The nominee needed to run a race without a
party platform that would work on a federal level. He was
responsible for it, and in my opinion did an excellent job in
crafting. It is clear that Zhao will be a great Senator and
representative of all of us at Boys State. 

Newly elected Governor, Eddy Gonet IV, and Lieutenant
Governor, Adrian Bird,  faced a similar situation. They needed
to craft their own platform to run on because of a lack of
support from the Nationalist Party. Although they lacked
support, the Gonet/Bird ticket held strong and formed a strong
platform based on education and a Bernie Sanders impression.
Eddy seemed prepared last night, with multiple people ready to
be appointed into support positions. Bird’s heavy support for
Gonet and a great speech also helped to make up for some of
the shortcomings of the Nationalist Party. While their party’s
platform was a little underbaked, it is certain the pair is ready
to head the Massachusetts Boys State Government. 

Athletics Update Citizen Staff

Despite threatening skies the Boys and Girls
Staters took to the fields in athletics yesterday. 

On the softball field, County E defeated County
F by means of forfeit.  Then B beat C in a 5th
inning rally, scoring 3 runs to put the game out
of reach, winning 13-11.

In basketball, E defeated F 11-8.  In the second
game, county A dominated county B 35-11. 
 County A is a clear contender for the title.

In soccer, county A defeated C 6-1 in the first
match, and county D couldn’t match up with
county F due to lack of attendance.

On the gridiron, county F gets a W because
county D didn’t field a team.  County F then
subsequently lost to themselves 5 - 2 in a
scrimmage to prepare for today’s battle against
county E. County A also shut out county C 3 - 0.

In the quiz bowl, after several matches, County
B has solidified the top seed posting a perfect
3-0 record.  Counties E and C have a play-in
game this afternoon for the right to take on
County B.  The winner of that match will take
on the winner of county A vs. county F for the
right to take on the undefeated counselors.


